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INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS 

PENDULUM STEERING FOR THERMAL PROBES 
IN GLACIERS 

By HALDOR W. C. AAMOT 

(U.S. Army Cold R egions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire, 
U.S.A. ) 

ABSTRACT. A new concept of a tti tude stabilization for thermal probes or coring drills in ice eliminates 
instabili ty. The center of support is placed a bove the center of gravity. A lower a nd an upper hot point 
produce melt penetration. The ratio of their power levels is the basis for stabilization. This is provided by 
the automatic cont rol of the heater in the upper hot point. 

R EsuME. Conduite pendulaire pOllr sondages thermiques dalls les glaciers. Une nouvelIe idee pour stabiliser en 
position les sondes ou carotteurs thermiques dans la glace eIimine l' instabili te. Le centre du support est p lace 
au-dessus du centre de gravite. Un point de chauffage superieur et inferi eur produisent la penetration pa r 
fusion. Le rapport d e leur niveaux energetiques est la base de la stabilisation. Elle est obtenue par le contrale 
aULOmatique du poin t d e chauffage superieur. 

ZUSA MM ENFASSUNC. Pendelstellerllng flir thermisclze Gletsclzersollden. Ein neues Prinzip del' Laufsteuerung fur 
thermische Sonden oder Kernbohrer in Eis verhindert deren Instabilitat. Der Aufhangungspunkt liegt 
oberha lb des Schwerpunk tes. E ine untere und eine obere H eizstelle bewirken das Einschmelzen . D as 
Verhaltnis ihrer H eizkraft ist d ie Grundlage d el' Stabi lisierung. Es wird durch die a utomal ische K on troll e 
der oberen H eizste lle geregelt. 

I NTRODUCTION 

Probes and drills, including coring drills, whi ch penetrate glaciers by melting, require a 
m eans of stabilization if the required plumb a ttitude is to be m aintained. They are top heavy 
because they stand on their tip- the hot point. The hot point is that nearl y isothermal part 
which is heated and which produces m elt penetration under its bearing surface. The slightest 
deviation from vertical results in an increasing tendency of the probe to " lean" a nd "topple 
over". This instability must be counteracted unless it can be eliminated . 

Mercury steering (Philberth, 1966) produces a correcting action which opposes any 
deviation of the probe attitude from vertical. 

A new concept, "pendulum steering", p roposed by the writer in 1964 a nd described here, 
elimina tes instability by placing the support point above the center of gravity, i.e. the probe 
(or drill ) " hangs" plumb at all times. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF P ENDULUM STEERING 

With the support point above the cen ter of gravity, the probe is inheren tly stable. Its 
at titude is plumb at a ll times. If d efl ected by ex ternal disturbances, it returns to the vertical 
attitude like a pendulum. 

Even when the support point is located below the center of gravity stability can still be 
m ainta ined . The requirement is that the m etacenter rem ains above the center of gravity. 
The term metacenter may be used in this connection if the bearing (supporting) forces are 
considered synonymous with the buoyant forces. 

The support poin t is placed above the center of gravity by armnging the load-bearing 
surfaces such that their combined effect, the center of support, is at the necessary height of the 
probe. This is achieved by either of two methods : 

I. The shape of the probe is an inverted cone above the hot poin t. The cone surfaces are 
bearing surfaces with most of the weight supported near the top. 

2. The probe is cylindrical. The lower section with its circular hot point has a smaller 
diameter than the upper section whose annula r hot point is above the centre of gravity a nd 
supports most of the probe weight. 
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Figure 1 illustrates the pendulum steering principle and the two probe configurations. 
The second m ethod , using a cylindrical shape and two hot points, is best suited from the 

design and manufacturing standpoint. It is selec ted for this analysis. 
The hot points are the 1::earing surfaces. They are heated for penetration by melting . The 

melt rate, and thereby the rate of penetration, is controlled b y the heat input. Both the upper 
and lower hot points penetrate at the same rate. Therefore, their heat inputs must be cor
related. If not balanced, the rate of penetration is determined by the under-heated surface: 
the under-heated surface supports the greatest load . Most of the load is supported by the 
uppel- hot point by intentionall y under-heating it. By this m eans the center of support can be 
located above the cen ter of gravity. 

Shreve (1962) shows that for equal bearing pressure and equal hot point surface tempera
ture the rate of penetration of flat surfaces is equal. Therefore, if the upper and lower hot-point 
surfaces are kept at equal temperatures, and since they have equal rates of penetration , their 
bearing pressures will be equal. If, fina lly, the upper hot point is kept at a slightly lower 
temperature it will have the greater bearing pressure; for equal bearing areas it will support 
ti'e greater load. 

Thus, as long as the upper hot-point temperature is suitably controlled with respec t to the 
lower hot-point te mperature, the probe is sta ble at any rate of penetration or ice temperature. 
These two parameters affect the power requirements of the upper heater relative to the 
lower one. 

ANALYSIS OF THE POWE R REQUIREMENT S 

Both hot points require power for melt penetration ; the amount d epends on the rate of 
penetra tion and the ice temperature. The side walls of the probe transfer heat to the sur
rounding mel t water and ice; the heat dissipated in the ice is a fun ction of its t .:mperature 
and the time involved. 

Figure '2 illustrates the heat transfer between different parts of the probe- ice-melt water 
system. 

Hea t is generated electrically in the hot points with resistive heating elements, and in the 
stored conductors by sel f heating. The heat for melting A com es directly from the hot points. 
T he heat dissipated laterall y in the ice C is taken from the melt water. 
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Fig . I. Two probe configurations utilizing jJendulum steering are shown. In (a) the hot point and the conical wall surfaces are 
heatedfor melt penetration. In (b) the circular lower hot/JOillt alld the annular upper hot point are heatedfor melt penetration. 
cs = center of support. CG = center of gravity 
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Most of the heat generated in the stored conductors is transferred to the surrounding melt 
water. The difference between that heat B and the amount dissipa ted in the ice c is represented 
by the latent heat. 

The amount of heat B that is transferred laterally to the melt water may be more than is 
absorbed by the ice. Further melting results in an enlarged hole. If B is less, refreezing con
stricts the hole leading eventually to stalling of the probe. 

The amount of conductor stored and the surrounding ice temperature both cha nge with 
depth causing the hole size either to increase or decrease. The power requirements of the 
upper hot point vary accordingly. The corresponding control of the heater in the upper hot 
point is the basis for the effective stabilization of the probe or drill. 

MELTWATER 

IC E ICE 

-S: 

Fig. 2. The heat~flow pattern of the advancing probe is shown. A: Heat for melt jJenetmtion. B: Lateral heat transfer from the 
probe walls. c: Heat dissipated in the ice 

THE UPPER HEATER Co TROL 

The temperature difference between upper and lower hot point is used to provide the 
controlling signal for the upper heater. The lower heater is held at full load continuously. 

Two methods may be used to produce the signal: ( I) by using the E.M.F. of a thermo
couple between the upper and lower hot point, or (2) by using the unbalanced voltage of a 
Wheatstone bridge (or half bridge) whose a rms are resistors with high temperature coefficient 
of resistance, e.g. thermistors. The temperature sensors are suitably located in th e hot points 
near the bearing surfaces. 

The signal is a function of the temperature difference. It controls the power of the upper 
heater either by proportional control, achieved with a power transistor, or on- off control, 
ach ieved by actuating a relay or switch (mechanical or solid state) . 

With proportional control the operating power level stabilizes at a stead y value depending 
on the ice temperature and the applied voltage. With on- off control the power level changes 
back and forth between two values in a repeating step function. The duty cycle corresponds 
to the thermal oscillation of the upper hot point and is a function of its thermal time constant. 
The ratio of "on" to "off" time corresponds to the power requirement of the upper heater 
relative to the lower one. 
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LABORATORY TESTS 

Tests conducted at U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratories 
with a model approximately 4 in. (10 cm.) diameter and 18 in. (45 cm.) long have demon
strated its ability to achieve vertical attitude quickly when started with an intentional inclina
tion . The penetration efficiency is found to be high. A circuit for the automatic control of the 
upper heater is being developed and tested. 

The steering principle is independent of the probe or drill diameter. It is applicable to 
devices whose size is determined by their function or payload. 

S UMMARY 

Pendulum steering, when applied to a thermal probe or thermal coring drill, provides a 
device that is inherently stable. Its attitude will always be plumb. If deflected by external 
influences, it will start its return to the plumb attitude immediately. If a continuous lateral 
deflection (s teering) is applied its course will correspond to the resultant force vector direction. 

The automatic power control of the upper hot point provides a self adjustment of the probe 
to different conditions of ice temperature and penetration rate. This feature makes possible a 
single thermal probe design that is suitable for all ice-cap temperatures and a wide range of 
penetration rates (i.e. applied power levels) . High probe speeds are generally desirable to 
save time but available power may be the limiting factor. 

The simplicity of a thermal probe with pendulum steering suggests its possible availability 
at modest cost and makes it attractive as a versatile and widely applicable tool. 
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